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Summary

Background: Soon after birth, all mammals must initiate milk
suckling to survive. In rodents, this innate behavior is critically
dependent on uncharacterized maternally derived chemosen-
sory ligands. Recently, the first pheromone sufficient to initiate
suckling was isolated from the rabbit. Identification of the
olfactory cues that trigger first suckling in the mouse would
provide the means to determine the neural mechanisms that
generate innate behavior.
Results: Here we use behavioral analysis, metabolomics, and
calcium imaging of primary sensory neurons and find no
evidence of ligands with intrinsic bioactivity, such as phero-
mones, acting to promote first suckling in the mouse. Instead,
we find that the initiation of suckling is dependent on variable
blends of maternal ‘‘signature odors’’ that are learned and
recognized prior to first suckling.
Conclusions: As observed with pheromone-mediated
behavior, the response to signature odors releases innate
behavior. However, this mechanism tolerates variability in
both the signaling ligands and sensory neurons, which may
maximize the probability that this first essential behavior is
successfully initiated. These results suggest that mammalian
species have evolved multiple strategies to ensure the onset
of this critical behavior.

Introduction

How a mammalian newborn intrinsically displays the first
episode of suckling behavior without previous experience is
largely unknown. In most species, including humans, suckling
involves an uncharacterized, influential, maternally derived
olfactory component [1–8]. Olfaction in the mouse is mediated
by at least two distinct olfactory subsystems including the
main olfactory epithelium (MOE) and the vomeronasal organ
(VNO) [9]. A number of molecularly characterized specialized
odor cues promote mammalian behavior via sensory neurons
of the VNO [10–12], and genetic disruption of this organ results
in deficits in innate behaviors [11, 13–15]. The MOE is largely
tasked with the perception, associative learning of, and
discrimination between odors [16–19]. However, behavioral
*Correspondence: stowers@scripps.edu
and genetic studies of mice have revealed that unknown
subsets of neurons in the MOE are necessary to regulate
some innate behaviors such as pup suckling, mating, aggres-
sion, and innate avoidance [20–22]. In mice, genetic ablation of
MOE function results in neonatal lethality [2]. This has been
attributed to dehydration as a result of failure to suckle,
because mutant pups do not show the characteristic ‘‘white
abdomen’’ of milk in their stomach [1–3, 7, 8, 23]. These obser-
vations establish the importance of olfaction to initiate the
innate, first episode of suckling [3, 8] and collectively indicate
that salient olfactory cues that initiate suckling behavior are
detected by sensory neurons of the MOE.
The identities of the odorants that promote suckling from

naive newly born pups remain largely unknown [8]. Early
behavioral studies in rodents indicate that maternally pro-
ducedmilk, amniotic fluid, or salivamay each contain bioactive
odorants [5, 24]. Analysis of the pup olfactory bulb following
suckling behavior has found an increase in 2-deoxy-glucose
incorporation in a subset of unusually shaped glomeruli, the
macroglomerular complex, suggesting that receptors pro-
jecting to these specialized glomeruli are responsive to a
specialized suckling odor cue [25–28]. Pheromones are
specialized olfactory cues that elicit innate stereotypical
behavioral, developmental, or physiological responses when
detected by others of the same species [29]. Recently, a
classic suckling pheromone has been identified in a nonmodel
system, the European rabbit. 2-methylbut-2-enal is present in
the milk of the rabbit dam, detected by neurons in the MOE,
and is sufficient to robustly promote innate suckling [30, 31].
This finding supports the role of specialized olfactory cues,
pheromones, to trigger the first episode of naive suckling
behavior. Strikingly, the European rabbit has an unusual,
absentee, parenting style; spending all but minutes of each
day avoiding the nest to minimize the attraction of predators
[3]. This offers a dramatically brief time for the initiation and
completion of the first suckling behavior and subsequent suck-
ling experience. Whether other mammals rely on a pheromone
to trigger the release of innate suckling behavior is unknown.
Odor-mediated learning has been well established in

rodents. Pairing of a neutral odor (a conditioned stimulus,
CS) with the suckling of milk (an unconditioned stimulus, US)
results in subsequent odor preferences for the CS, which
can last until adulthood [32–35]. Furthermore, simply pairing
the neutral odor with native olfactory cues from the damcondi-
tions neutral odors to stimulate suckling [36]. The underlying
mechanism for this observation has been identified in the
rabbit: simply pairing the suckling pheromone (US) with a
neutral odor (CS) is sufficient to charge the odor with behav-
ioral significance [36–39]. The olfactory cues that act as the
US in rodents remain unknown [40].
Here, we investigate the olfactory ligands emitted from

the dam that promote innate first suckling behavior in mice.
We find that maternally emitted odors previously thought
to contain suckling promoting bioactivity, such as saliva
and milk, do not elicit suckling when first experienced, and
demonstrate that their bioactivity is conditioned. We find
amniotic fluid to promote suckling in newborns, but unlike
the single pheromone instructing the rabbit [31], the mouse
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Figure 1. Innate Pup-Suckling Behavior Serves as a Platform to Identify the Underlying Olfactory Stimuli

(A) Mouse pups display stereotyped nipple-search and suckling behavior, including, from top, head scanning, rooting and nuzzling, grasping, and

attachment.

(B) The latency-to-suckle inWTmice on an unwashed nipple (mean 22.8 s + 3.2 SEM) is increased (614.2 s + 106.8 SEM)when the nipple is washedwithwater

(n = 14).

(C) Data from (B) binned in 10 s windows, demonstrating the different distribution of suckling latencies.

(D) Themajority of mice lackingCnga2 fail to locate the nipple after 2min, TrpC22/2mice display behavior similar toWT (WT)mice. Removal of sensory cues

by washing the dam’s nipple results in a deficient suckling response similar to Cnga2y/2 mutants, which have a lethal phenotype (n = 16–77).

(E) Several biologically relevant, maternal odors initiate WT pup suckling behavior in neonatal mice when painted on a washed nipple (n = 8–27). Statistical

differenceswere tested againstWT pups suckling on an unwashed dam (B, C, D) or washed dam (E), with Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA followed by a post

hoc Dunn Test: ** Q >Q(0.01); *** Q >Q(0.001). Mice that did not suckle (DNS) at the end of each assay were given a latency value of 900 s (B, C) or 120 s (D, E)

for statistical testing.
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bioactivity is a blend of at least two different volatile cues.
We perform in utero alteration of native amniotic fluid and
find that the bioactivity is inconsistent with that expected of
a classic pheromone [41]. Instead, our results indicate that
the generation of suckling requires experience with mater-
nally emitted olfactory ‘‘signature mixtures’’ of odorants.
These are of variable ligand composition and do not contain
odors with intrinsic preset bioactivity [29]. The biology of
gestation and birth reliably ensures odor experience so that
the generation of first suckling from this mechanism appears
innate. Our study indicates that mammalian species have
evolved multiple strategies to ensure the onset of this critical
behavior.

Results

Nipple Lavage Generates a Platform to Identify Bioactive
Ligands

The newborn mouse pup is too small and weak to access the
nipple without maternal positioning or experimenter assis-
tance. To identify the olfactory stimuli underlying innate
suckling in mice, we developed a robust, behavioral assay to
quantify olfactory mediated suckling behavior in the newborn.
We modified a strategy from those previously used in rats
[5, 24] by hand-stabilizing individual pups a head’s length
from the ventrum of an anesthetized lactating female and
assayed the time required to locate the nipple and begin
stereotypical orocephalic movements indicative of suckling
(Figure 1A; see Movie S1 available online). We quantified the
ability of suckling-experienced pups, which were under 12 hr
old but observed to have milk in their stomach, to initiate
suckling behavior. All animals rapidly located the nipple and
began suckling (Figures 1B and 1C). We next confirmed the
contribution of olfactory cues in promoting this behavior.
Simply washing the nipple and surrounding area by triturating
with water prevented themajority of pups tested from suckling
within a 15 min trial (Figures 1B and 1C) [5, 24]. Those few
animals that did suckle demonstrated a significant behavioral
delay (mean latency of 99.8 s compared to 22.8 s, p < 0.0005).
To determine the potential for bias by the experimenter, we
repeated this analysis by initiating the assay with the pup’s
nose directly on the nipple. Even in these most favorable
circumstances, in which suckling-experienced mice were pro-
vided direct tactile and thermal stimulus of a lactating nipple,
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we found that washing the nipple significantly impaired suck-
ling behavior (Figure S1A).

Newborn mammals with a functionally ablated VNO have no
reported suckling deficits, but those lacking a functional MOE
or olfactory bulb die shortly after birth without the character-
istic abdominal milk spot that indicates successful suckling
[1–3, 7, 42]. Because suckling requires considerable interac-
tions between the dam and the pup, we next quantified
the extent to which olfactory mutant pups are able to suckle
in our more favorable experimental assay. To enable all
newborns to feed expediently, we restricted all subsequent
assays to the duration of 2 min (see statistical rationale in
Supplemental Information). As expected, we found that
mutant pups lacking TrpC2, the primary transduction channel
of VNO sensory neurons [13, 15, 43], locate the nipple and
suckle as efficiently as wild-type (WT) pups (Figure 1D; Fig-
ure S1A). Corresponding with their failure to thrive, newborn
mice lacking Cnga2, the primary signal transduction channel
of MOE sensory neurons [2, 44], show significant defects in
initiating suckling from an unwashed nipple in our behavioral
assay. Though some of the Cnga2y/2 mutant pups (as well as
WT pups presented with the washed nipple lacking the olfac-
tory cues) are able to initiate suckling under the favorable
conditions of our assay, the severity of this suckling defect is
such that it results in high levels of neonatal lethality under
ethologically relevant maternal-pup interactions [2]. Impor-
tantly, the behavior of Cnga2y/2 pups on an unwashed nipple
quantitatively mimics the defect observed from WT pups
toward a washed nipple (Figure 1D). This analysis establishes
a quantifiable assay to measure suckling behavior. Washing
the nipple provides a robust, investigational platform from
which we can experimentally manipulate native odors in order
to identify the suckling promoting cue(s) in mice.

Amniotic Fluid Contains Suckling-Promoting Olfactory

Ligands
Rodent maternal behavior following birth is highly stereo-
typed. First, the dam removes the amniotic sac, then licks
the pup, which cleanses and stimulates respiration, and finally
licks clean her own ventrum prior to first nursing ([45] and
D.W.L., unpublished observations). This behavior reliably
exposes the naive pup to multiple maternal fluids such as
amniotic fluid, saliva, and milk. To determine the maternal
source of the suckling-promoting bioactivity, we swabbed
maternal fluids onto water-washed nipples and assayed the
ability to initiate pup suckling. Maternal amniotic fluid, saliva,
and milk were each sufficient to reinstate robust suckling
when swabbed on awashed nipple (Figure 1E). However, other
complex native fluids including saliva from virgin females and
maternal urine do not promote suckling, nor does a panel of
biologically nonrelevant odorants (Figure 1E; Figure S1B).
Maternal saliva and amniotic fluid have similarly been shown
to promote attachment in newborn rats placed in physical
contact with a nipple [5]. Due to both their conserved suck-
ling promoting bioactivities, and biological relevance to the
newborn mouse pup, we further evaluated the bioactivity of
these fluids to identify the suckling-promoting ligands.

The rabbit suckling pheromone can act as an unconditioned
stimulus to transfer behavior promoting activity to intrinsically
irrelevant odorants [38]. Further, the ability of suckling-experi-
enced rodents to rapidly condition suckling behavior to novel
odors is well established [34, 39]. We considered that some of
the suckling-promoting bioactivity of the mouse maternal
fluids may result from the pairing of an unconditioned stimulus
(a pheromone) with odor sources that do not contain inherent
bioactivity. To test this, we eliminated odor exposure to
maternal exocrine fluids (except amniotic fluid) by performing
a Caesarean section (C-section) at embryonic day 20.5 (e20.5)
and then reproduced the essential maternal licking behavior
by briefly stroking the pup with a clean brush to gently
stimulate respiration (Figure S2A). We reasoned that the elim-
ination of the pup’s perinatal experience with a pheromone-
containing fluid would not alter its ability to initiate the first
suckling episode on exposure at the nipple. However, when
these odor-naive C-sectioned pups were presented to a
water-washed nipple swabbed with maternal odors that previ-
ously promoted suckling (Figure 1E), no significant suckling
behavior was initiated (Figures 2A–2E; Figure S2B). In contrast,
amniotic fluid rapidly promoted suckling, confirming that the
C-sectioned mice were healthy and able to suckle (Figure 2F).
This indicates that the mouse saliva, milk, and colostrum do
not contain a classical suckling pheromone. This is in contrast
to the source of the bioactivity in the European rabbit, which
is emitted by the mammary gland [31]. To confirm that the
response to saliva was indeed conditioned, we experimentally
provided odor experience by stroking the neonate with a brush
coated with saliva, modeling the natural licking behavior of the
mother immediately after birth (Figure S2C). This was sufficient
to reinstate the suckling-promoting activity of saliva odor on
the dam’s nipple (Figures 2H and 2I). This experimental proce-
dure is also sufficient to condition both milk and colostrum
with bioactivity (Figures 2K and 2L). We likewise experimen-
tally exposed C-sectioned animals to odors that our bioassay
previously showed to lack inherent biological significance
(Figures 2C and 2G; Figure S2B). We found that gently brush-
ing neonates with either simple (vanillin) or complex (virgin
saliva) odorous fluids charged them with suckling-promoting
activity (Figures 2J and 2N; Figure S2C). To ensure that we
did not miss an alternative postnatal source of maternal pher-
omones, such as a temporally regulated product of glands
around the newly parturient mother’s nipples, we assayed
the ability of pups to locate and attach to the nipples of
a mother immediately after delivery, but prior to significant
self-grooming or the first suckling episode. Pups delivered
by C-section did not respond with robust suckling until amni-
otic fluidwas applied to the nipple (Figure 2O). In total, wewere
unable to identify any native fluid, besides amniotic fluid (Fig-
ure 2F), that contains chemosensory cues that intrinsically
function to promote suckling behavior in naive, newborn mice.

Suckling Promoting Bioactivity Is a Blend of Olfactory
Cues

2-deoxyglucose uptake patterns in the olfactory bulb following
suckling behavior of rodent pups have revealed focal activity
in the macroglomerular complex [28] and analysis of mouse
odorant receptors has found differential expression of subsets
of odorant receptors on the day of birth compared to older
animals [46]. Therefore, we examined the extent to which peri-
natal MOE neurons are preferentially tuned to a restricted
subset of biologically relevant cues from amniotic fluid. There
are conflicting data on the ability of the rodent pup MOE
neurons to detect odors pre- or perinatally [36, 47–49]. We
developed and validated a calcium-imaging based assay to
analyze the relative activity of dissociated MOE sensory
neurons from e17.5 through birth, compared to the response
of adult neurons (Figures S3A–S3D). We found an increasing
proportion of neurons respond to both relevant sources (amni-
otic fluid) and simple control odors (vanillin, lyral) during late



Figure 2. Postnatal Olfactory Cues Do Not Display Intrinsic Suckling-

Promoting Activity

(A–G) Mice delivered by C-section, to restrict odor experience with post-

natal maternal fluids, initiate suckling only when amniotic fluid (F) is painted

on a water washed nipple (A), not maternal (B) or virgin saliva (C), milk (D),

colostrum (E), or vanillin (G) (n = 8215).

(H–N) Providing odor experience after C-section delivery reinstates the

suckling-promoting activity to both biologically relevant (I–L) and nonrele-

vant odors (vanillin, N) painted on a washed nipple (H) (n = 8–15).

(O) C-section-delivered mice do not suckle on a nipple of a postparturient

mother immediately assayed prior to self-grooming, unless amniotic fluid

is swabbed on the nipple (n = 10). Statistical comparisons (B–G) were
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gestation until birth, but no difference in the response profile
between neonates and adults (Figure 3; Figures S3E and
S3F). This demonstrates that canonical MOE neurons of
newborn pups are sufficiently mature to detect and respond
to a wide repertoire of olfactory cues at the time the first suck-
ling episode is initiated. However, in spite of the evidence of
temporal differences in the expression of olfactory receptors
[46], we observed no detectable functional bias toward cues
present in amniotic fluid in newborn MOE.
We next investigated the basic physical properties of the

bioactive cue(s) present in amniotic fluid itself. Though the
MOE is largely tasked with detecting small, volatile odor mole-
cules, some lower volatility peptides have been shown to acti-
vate olfactory neurons [50, 51]. We removed volatiles from
amniotic fluid by lyophylization and found the residual non-
volatile fraction was insufficient to promote suckling when
swabbed on washed nipples (Figure 4A) indicating that the
bioactivity is at least partly volatile. We additionally performed
a simple three-way molecular weight size fractionation, then
assayed suckling behavior in response to a water-washed
nipple swabbed with each fraction or combination thereof.
We found no fraction alone to be sufficient to initiate suckling
(Figure 4B), indicating that a single chemosensory cue, such
as the rabbit mammary pheromone, is insufficient to initiate
pup suckling. However, when we blended the two fractions
containing molecules of smaller molecular mass (<10 kDa)
significant suckling activity was reinstated (Figure 4B). This
indicates that the bioactivity is composed of a blend of at
least two cues, either a multicomponent pheromone or odor
blend.
Finally, we used the conditioning assay (Figure S2C) to

determine whether suckling behavior is promoted elementally,
by individual ligand components, which would be consistent
with some currently known mouse pheromones [10, 12, 52], or
configurally as a classic odor or pheromone blend [19, 53–55].
We investigated the coding strategy of two biologically irrele-
vant odors to initiate suckling behavior. We first brushed e20.5
C-sectioned delivered pups with a blend of 1 mM vanillin and
1 mM lyral and then swabbed either the blend or each of the
constituent odors alone, on a water-washed dam nipple, and
assayed suckling behavior. Robust suckling occurred only in
response to nipples swabbed with the blend, indicating that
the constituent odors of the blend are not sufficiently condi-
tioned elementally by the mouse pups but as a complex
odor (Figure 4C). We then tested the limits of neonatal discrim-
ination of odor blends by increasing the proportion of either
odorant in a blend used to brush the pups. Only when either
odorant is 102 times more concentrated than the other is it
effective in promoting suckling as the blend itself (Figure S4).
Therefore, even with this simple combination of two odor
cues, the relevant signal that initiates suckling behavior
appears to be mechanistically favored as a blend.

Mouse Suckling Bioactivity Is Not Consistent with Classic

Pheromone Mechanisms
The isolation of behaviorally bioactive volatiles from complex
blends is technically challenging. The volatile rabbit suckling-
promoting pheromone was identified using gas chromatog-
raphy-mass-spectrometry (GCMS) analysis coupled directly
against (A); (I–N) against (H); (O), left, against (O) right, all using Kruskal-

Wallis one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc Dunn Test: * Q > Q(0.05);

** Q > Q(0.01); *** Q > Q(0.001).



Figure 3. Newborn Olfactory Neurons Detect the

Same Blend of Multiple Odor Cues as Adults

(A) The number of MOE neurons responsive to

odor stimuli increase throughout late gestation

(n = 1,638 to 2,969, 6 SEM).

(B) The neural response to biologically relevant

and nonrelevant odors at birth (n = 3,650, +

SEM) is not statistically different to that of adults

(n = 1,169, + SEM; ns = p > 0.05 by one-way

ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer HSD post

hoc analysis).
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with an in vivo behavioral assay [31]. However, application of
this technique to resolve even a simple blend of two bioactive
volatiles requires significantly longer assay durations that are
beyond the viability limits of our newborn mice. Prior to initi-
ating an effort to create a novel experimental strategy, we
were motivated to confirm that inherently bioactive ligands,
pheromones, were indeed present in amniotic fluid. We con-
sidered that a different olfactory mechanism, learning of a
signature odor, may alternately underlie the first episode of
pup suckling. Unlike pheromones, signature odors are not
species-wide signaling cues. They are instead proposed to
be the variable set of odors that constitute an animal’s chem-
ical profile and therefore cannot be ‘‘found’’ by biochemical
fractionation [29]. Although these odors do not possess any
intrinsic bioactivity, they are ‘‘learned’’ by the receiving animal
in a specific context that promotes behavioral interaction; for
example, signature odors are proposed to underlie maternal
recognition of lambs [29, 56, 57]. Although we could not elimi-
nate the gestation of the pup in the maternal amniotic fluid, we
instead reasoned that the presence of an additional, exoge-
nous odorant would not affect inherent bioactivity of any
constitutive pheromone blend but would alter the identity of
a signature odor blend [29]. Therefore, we altered the odor
composition of amniotic fluid by adding a neutral odor, vanillin,
to amniotic fluid extracted from pregnant dams. We assayed
C-section-delivered pups for suckling behavior toward nipples
swabbed with either amniotic fluid alone or amniotic fluid sup-
plemented with different concentrations of vanillin. We found
that altering the odor constituents of amniotic fluid is indeed
sufficient to ablate its suckling-promoting activity (Figure 5A;
Figure S5).

To ensure that the addition of vanillin alters the odor, but
does not inhibit or prevent the detection of a pheromone, we
determined the proportion of perinatal MOE neurons that
vanillin stimulates by calcium imaging. The addition of 1026 M
vanillin significantly interferes with the suckling-promoting
activity of amniotic fluid (Figure 5A), yet when perfused directly
onto neurons and assayed by calcium imaging, it activates
less than half the maximal sensory neurons observed to
respond to vanillin (1.09% neurons activated compared with
2.53%, Figure 5B). Given that the actual concentration of
vanillin volatiles at the nasal epithelium of the pup searching
for a nipple in our assay is likely to be much lower than the
concentration we painted on the nipple, we consider it unlikely
that this concentration of vanillin is nonspecifically preventing
the detection of a functional pheromone blend.

Additionally, we generated a more ethologically relevant
manipulation of the amniotic fluid odor profile in utero during
gestation. Maternal diet has been shown to alter the odor
composition of amniotic fluid in humans and sheep; [58, 59]
therefore, we provided e15.5 pregnant dams ad lib access
to one of three types of water: (1) untreated, (2) garlic oil-sup-
plemented, or (3) vanillin-supplemented. We used mass spec-
trometry based metabolite profiling to compare the molecular
composition of amniotic fluid gathered from dams that had
consumed garlic oil- or vanillin-supplemented water and
found approximately 1% of the metabolites to be highly sig-
nificantly different (p < 0.001) from those present in the amni-
otic fluid gathered from dams that had consumed unaltered
water (Figure 6A; Figure S6A–S6E; Table 1) [60]. Based on
their masses, we can predict that the newmetabolites present
after maternal consumption of garlic oil were not the same as
those produced after the consumption of vanillin. We next
determined the extent to which the molecular differences ob-
served by mass spectrometry correlated with altered odor
ligand composition. Using calcium imaging, we directly stim-
ulated primary MOE neurons with the amniotic fluids from
dams fed each of the three different diets. When we compared
the activation of individual neurons following sequential per-
fusion of each fluid, we found between 1.9% and 2.6% of
the neurons to be differentially activated (Figure 6B; Figures
S6C–S6E). Moreover, as expected by the metabolic profiling,
the changes in neural activity produced by each fluid target
different subsets of neurons. This analysis confirms that by
providing three different types of drinking water to dams
during gestation, we were able to generate amniotic fluids
with a subtle, approximately 2.2%, difference in the total odor
profile.
We next determined whether the slight change in neutral

odors comprising amniotic fluid altered the bioactivity. We
quantified the suckling behavior of C-section-delivered pups
gestated in each diet-altered amniotic fluid when presented
with water-washed nipples swabbed with amniotic fluid
collected from each of the three diet groups. Pups gestated
in dams that had an altered odor composition of amniotic
fluid initiated suckling singularly and specifically toward the
corresponding fluid (Figure 6C). These pups failed to suckle
unaltered amniotic fluid from control dams. This effect does
not appear to be a consequence of biased olfactory develop-
ment, because pups gestated in dams fed untreated water
singularly suckled in response to amniotic fluid from water-
fed dams. Conversely, the subtle alteration of amniotic fluid
by presumably neutral ligands was sufficient to ablate the
bioactivity when detected by pups gestated in dams fed
unaltered water. This indicates that the bioactivity of amniotic
fluid in its original context is lost in animals that have ex-
perienced an altered odor environment. Although these re-
sponses are inconsistent with a classic pheromone releasing



Figure 4. Characteristics of the Molecules in Amniotic Fluid that Promote Suckling

(A) Lyophilization of amniotic fluid ablates suckling-promoting activity (n = 12).

(B) Physical fractionation of amniotic fluid reveals that pup suckling is not mediated by a single cue. Neither amniotic fluid fraction 1 (<3 kDa), 2 (between 3

and 10 kDa), nor 3 (>10 kDa) are alone sufficient to promote suckling when painted in a washed nipple. Suckling-promoting activity requires fractions 1 and 2

(<10 kDa) (n = 12–18).

(C) Odor cues that initiate innate suckling behavior are detected as a blend. All C-sectioned pups were brushed with an equal molar lyral and vanillin odor

blend and suckling responses were measured either to that blend (top) or each constituent odor alone (beneath). The individual odors are ineffective at

promoting suckling (n = 10). Statistical differences were tested against WT pups suckling in response to amniotic fluid (C), a water washed nipple (D), or

the odor blend (E) with Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc Dunn Test: * Q > Q(0.05); ** Q > Q(0.01); *** Q > Q(0.001).
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suckling behavior, they fulfill the expectation of signature odor
activity.

Previously described signature odors act to enable an ewe
to identify and distinguish her individual lambs [57]. There-
fore, we next investigated the extent to which the signa-
ture odor of amniotic fluid serves in maternal recognition.
We tested the ability of our C-sectioned delivered pups to
innately suckle in response to amniotic fluid of another, genet-
ically distinct, mouse strain (C57BL/6J versus BALB/c). We
found pups from both strains to equally initiate suckling in
response to the olfactory cues from each strain (Figure S7).
When we performed mass-spectrometry analysis of the
metabolites from the amniotic fluid of each strain (C57BL/6J
versus BALB/c) we found that the odor profiles of these
distinct laboratory strains were statistically indistinguishable
(Table 1).
Discussion

Our data suggest that first suckling behavior in the mouse
does not reflect a hardwired response to specific or predeter-
mined cues (i.e., pheromones) but rather involves a learning
process through which the neonate must have experience of
maternal olfactory stimuli in order to initiate first suckling.
The behavior is primed by obligate perinatal learning of a
contextually relevant, but variable, blend of maternal odors
and released by re-exposure to the odor blend at the mother’s
nipple. These findings are consistent with another form of
bioactive cue, the learning of signature odors. Signature odors
have been proposed to underlie kin recognition between ewe
and lamb [29, 57]. Due to their immediate mobility, precocious
lambswill attempt to suckle from any available ewe. In order to
devote her resources to the fitness of her lamb, the ewe learns
Figure 5. Adding an Odor to Amniotic Fluid Alters

Its Suckling Promoting Activity

(A) Adding R 1026M vanillin to amniotic fluid

alters the odor blend resulting in a significant

reduction in suckling-promoting activity. Statis-

tical differences were tested against pups suck-

ling in response to untreated amniotic fluid (no

vanillin) with Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA fol-

lowed by a post hoc Dunn Test: ** Q > Q(0.01);

*** Q > Q(0.001).

(B) Vanillin initiates calcium influx in KCL-respon-

sive newbornolfactory neurons in aconcentration

dependent manner (n = 2,037 to 5,141). Statistical

differences were tested against the proportion of

neurons responding to no vanillin, by one-way

ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer HSD post

hoc analysis: *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001.



Figure 6. The First Suckling Episode Is Promoted

by a Signature Blend of Maternal Odors

(A) Analysis of amniotic fluid from control (black)

and vanillin-fed (red) pregnant mice shows 29

(black/red dots) of 3091 unique metabolites

(gray dots) have highly significant differences in

abundance, p < 0.001 (n = 5).

(B) Calcium imaging of newborn olfactory neu-

rons (n = 2,429) perfused with these amniotic

fluids indicates that diet alters amniotic fluid

odor responses. Each neuron is represented

by the maximal amount of intracellular calcium

(F340/F380) during each amniotic fluid perfusion,

after normalization to the starting calcium con-

centration. Neurons that were differentially acti-

vated are indicated by color.

(C) Pups suckle only in response to the signature

odor of the amniotic fluid corresponding to their

gestation (n = 10-12). Statistical differences

were tested against pups suckling in response

to a washed nipple with Kruskal-Wallis One

Way ANOVA followed by a post hoc Dunn Test:

** Q > Q(0.01); *** Q > Q(0.001).
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the ‘‘signature odor’’ of the lamb immediately at birth and
only permits the lamb that displays this learned odor to
commence suckling. Our data suggests that in the mouse,
the suckling signature odor does not similarly provide informa-
tion regarding individual identification. Under natural condi-
tions, it is unlikely that a newbornmouse, prior to first suckling,
would become separated from the mother and need to distin-
guish between dams. Indeed, although preweanling mice can
distinguish lactating from virgin females, they appear unmoti-
vated or unable to distinguish their mother from another dam
that can provide milk [61]. Further, our analysis of the behavior
reveals that the olfactory cues are not simply a mechanism of
attraction to entice the newborn to the proximity of the nipple.
We found that artificially providing attraction by starting the
assay with the newborn’s nose directly on the nipple, yet pre-
venting detection of the salient olfactory cues, was not suffi-
cient to initiate suckling. Our data indicate that the mouse
amniotic fluid signature odor acts to directly promote the act
of suckling.
Previously identified pheromones are
olfactory ligands that activate special-
ized neural circuits to robustly release
behavior or neuroendocrine changes
[29, 41]. In the mouse, semiochemicals,
such as pheromones and kairomones,
of known bioactivity are single or small,
defined combinations of molecules,
which retain their activity in complex
native odor sources, and activate spe-
cific subsets of olfactory neurons [10–
12, 14, 55]. For these molecules to
regulate social behavior, the emitting
animal must produce the correct
ligand(s) of proper abundance and the
receiving animal must have an accu-
rately developed neural circuit highly
tuned to detect them. In contrast to
pheromones, the release of behavior
through the signature odor mechanism
does not depend on the proper produc-
tion of a specific ligand from the dam,
nor on the development of highly tuned neurons in the pup.
This inherent plasticity of the system may favor the likelihood
of successful first suckling and ultimately pup survival. The
highly tuned detection of pheromones ensures that behavior
such as fear and aggression are released in the correct con-
text. Inappropriate display of these behaviors is likely to
reduce fitness. In contrast, the odor cues that generate the first
suckling behavior of a naive, newborn animal needs to only be
effective and meaningful once; immediately following birth.
Suckling results in warmth, satiety, and a sweet flavor, which
are all powerfully rewarding. Indeed, if the litters are dramati-
cally culled and the maternal diet is highly enriched, a fraction
of anosmic Cnga2y/2 animals are able to locate a nipple within
their first few days, perhaps by chance. Following this experi-
ence, those pups are subsequently able to nurse as normal
and survive into adulthood, presumably by learning other as-
sociative sensory cues (L.S., unpublished observations) [62].
While our data do not support the existence of a classic

pheromone, the US that conditions the signature odor may



Table 1. Altered Diet of Dams Slightly Alters the Composition of Amniotic Fluid

XCMS Comparison Metabolites

# Significantly Different Metabolites % Significantly Different Metabolites

(p < 0.001) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.001) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.05)

AF versus AF 5,771 3 23 156 0.05 0.40 2.70

AF versus vanillin AF 3,091 29 137 374 0.94 4.43 12.10

AF versus garlic AF 2,796 29 106 335 1.04 3.79 11.98

Garlic AF versus vanillin AF 3,323 54 184 466 1.63 5.54 14.02

C57BL/6J AF versus BALB/c AF 3,136 0 19 89 0.00 0.61 2.84
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be a novel form of semiochemical. It is formally possible that
one or more species-specific molecules have intrinsic activity
that is not sufficient to release suckling on its own but instead
is the US that charges the signature odor with activity. To our
knowledge, no such molecule has previously been described
in any system. As there is no experimental method to separate
the signature odor from the gestating pup or to further identify
a specific ligand that is not sufficient to function to release
suckling, this possibility cannot currently be resolved. The
process of suckling itself is a positive reinforcer of odor-medi-
ated learning. It has beenwell established that during suckling,
the locus ceruleus releases norepinephrine into the olfactory
bulb [63, 64]. Further, experience-dependent changes in
AMPA receptor activity in olfactory cortical nuclei have been
proposed to underlie early olfactory learning [65]. Such estab-
lished mechanisms may be important in mediating first suck-
ling. However, it is not clear how they could charge the specific
signature odor with significance prior to first experience of
suckling behavior.

The success of mammalian suckling required coevolution of
multiple anatomical, physiological, and behavioral systems. In
the European rabbit, this included the evolution of a phero-
mone to release the rabbit pup’s behavior. Because of the
rabbit’s absentee parenting style, a pheromone may make
the brief interactions between the mother and the new-born
pup feasible [31]. Our data suggests that the evolution of a
specific maternal pheromone and detecting neural circuits is
not the only strategy to ensure that mammalian suckling is
initiated. In themouse, the process simply requires odor expe-
rience and recall, which is a fundamental task of the MOE
across vertebrate species. Further, the detection of signature
odors appears to require olfactory components that are likely
ubiquitous in mammals, unlike the pheromone-mediated initi-
ation of suckling in rabbits. This perinatal odor conditioning is
inextricably associated with the birthing process itself, maxi-
mizing the probability that suckling is successfully initiated.
These results suggest that mammalian species have evolved
multiple strategies to ensure the onset of this critical behavior.
Although one mechanism is thought to generate hardwired
behavior and the other relies on olfactory learning, the display
and stereotypy of the output behavior is essentially indistin-
guishable; both appear innate. The extent to which other
ostensibly innate output behaviors similarly utilize neural
mechanisms of experience remains to be investigated.

Experimental Procedures

Animals

Adult female mice (strains: C57BL/6J, BALB/cByJ, FVB/NJ) were mated

overnight with males of the same strain and checked for vaginal plugs the

following morning. If present, the embryos were timed at 0.5 days (e0.5).

Unless otherwise indicated, mice were provided ad lib access to a breeder

diet (11% fat) andwater. All experimental protocolswere approvedby a local

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocol #06-0298 or a local

Ethical Review Committee and performed under Home Office license.
Neonate Suckling Assay

An anesthetized lactating female was arranged with her ventrum exposed.

The nipple was washed by triturating for 30 s with 50 ml distilled water and

dabbed dry with cotton swab. Pups were fasted for 3 hr, singly removed

from their nest, and vertically supported 1 cm from the female’s shorn nipple

for 120 s, ensuring movement was unrestricted to sample the area around

the nipple. To assay odorants, 3 ml of each solution was swabbed on a

washed nipple using a Loew-Cornell 2037 round #1 brush. To ensure eval-

uation of innate behavior, each pup was only assayed once, against one

stimulus condition.

Caesarean Suckling Assays

All behavioral assays except those presented in Figure 1 and Figure S1

were done with C-section-delivered pups. Pups were removed from

e20.5 pregnant dams, the amniotic sacs opened and the umbilicus was

ligated. A #3 Royal fine sable paint brush was used to gently brush each

pup with 37�C water. Surviving pups were placed in the warmed nest

for 1 hr then used in a suckling assay as described. To test whether prior

exposure to an odor promoted suckling, we dipped a brush in the

warmed odorous fluid and then gently used it to brush each pup. In all

suckling experiments, each test group contained pups sampled from

three or more litters, and each litter was randomly distributed between

two or more test groups, including one control group. Each pup was

tested only once, to ensure no learning occurred. The experimenter was

blind to the genotype of the pups and, when possible, the nature of the

stimuli.

Complete experimental procedures are presented in the Supplemental

Information.

Supplemental Information

Supplemental Information includes seven figures, Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures, and one movie and can be found with this article online

at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2012.08.041.
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